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Introduction 
From a fellow student, welcome to Iran and welcome to Dehkhoda. 

This short guide is an introduction for students new to studying at Dehkhoda, and who are 

new to Iran in general. I noticed there was a constant passing on of information by word-of-

mouth, often by the more experienced students to the newer ones. Much of that information 

is included here. 

This guide should hopefully: 

• Make clear the required student administrative processes including: 

◦ registration 

◦ visa renewals 

◦ travel permits 

• Provide information about the classes and what to expect. 

• Help new students to become settled in Iran. 

• Give a head start to living in Iran as a student. 

It starts with your arrival in Iran, most probably at Imam Khomeini Airport (IKA). Any prices 

quoted are correct as of October 2019. Rough conversions to £ sterling are based on 140,000 

rials to £1. The exchange rates may vary from day to day but this is close enough for mental 

arithmetic and price comparisons. 

Feedback and suggestions about this guide are welcome. Offering to take ownership of any 

part of it or translating it is even more welcome. 

This is an unofficial guide and is not endorsed by Dehkhoda. Any companies or services listed 

do not imply an endorsement. 

 

Key 

Internet links are highlighted like this. 

Links to other parts of the document are highlighted like this. 

❁ 
Top tips: information that can really benefit you as a 
student and save your time. 

 
QR can be scanned to open a link in Google Maps. Alternatively, 

the link highlighted in blue can be clicked to open the same 

destination. 

 

 

 

 

Google Maps 

https://goo.gl/maps/ChS7fJ23tKb76uQF9
https://goo.gl/maps/ChS7fJ23tKb76uQF9
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1.  Arrival in Iran 
Flights seem to arrive very early in the morning. After clearing immigration and customs you 

will arrive on a long narrow concourse with cafes and coffee shops, taxi bureaux, banks, and 

other small shops. 

Changing money at the airport 

You will probably need to change some money at an exchange (صرافی /sa'rā’fi/). At IKA the 

exchanges can be found on the first floor up the escalator, not on the ground floor. The exchange 

rates are not always the best at IKA, but unless you have another source for Rials you really have 

no other option. You will need sufficient funds for the taxi ride into Tehran and some spare 

money on top. I would suggest changing about £100, which should be ample for your first few 

days to establish yourself. 

The banks and exchange offices will usually provide a receipt automatically. It is a good idea to 

ask for one if this is not forthcoming. 

❁ 
If you arrive on a Thursday or Friday, the Iranian 
weekend, the exchange offices in the city will very likely 
be closed. Therefore you may need to change more 
money. 

Getting from the airport to Dehkhoda 

Taxi 

Dehkhoda recommends using one of the newer yellow taxis. These are modern, comfortable, 

and air-conditioned. The journey will probably take about 1 hour and 15 minutes, or longer if 

the traffic is heavy. 

Metro 

It is possible to travel from IKA to Tajrish with one interchange on the Metro. I haven’t made 

this journey, but if you are traveling relatively lightly I imagine it is feasible. 
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2.  Dehkhoda Institute 

Address and telephone numbers 

The full address for the institute is: 3011, Dr. Afshar's Endowment Foundation, between Pesyan 

and Zaferanieh crossroads, North Parkway crossroad, Vali-e-Asr Ave, Shemiran, Tehran, Iran. 

• Telephone: (+98-21) 26852093, 22716833 

• Cellphone: (+98) 9392214380 

• Fax: (+98-21) 22717118 

• Zipcode: 1961733114 

• Email: dehkhoda@ut.ac.ir 

• Website: http://dehkhoda.ut.ac.ir/ 

 ۳۰۱۱خیابان ولیعصر ، نرسیده به میدان تجریش ، ایستگاه پسیان ، موقوفات دکتر محمود افشار پالک 

 1961733114: کد پستی ......  22731473و  22700857( : تلفنخانه)شماره تماس  

 22716833و   22717120: تلفن مرکز آموزش زبان 

 dehkhoda@ut.ac.ir: رایانامه

Dehkhoda Institute on the map 

A picture is worth a thousand words. 

 

Google Maps 

mailto:dehkhoda@ut.ac.ir
http://dehkhoda.ut.ac.ir/
mailto:dehkhoda@ut.ac.ir
https://goo.gl/maps/ChS7fJ23tKb76uQF9
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A brief history of the institute 

Ali Akbar Ghazvini ( قزوینیعلی اکبر   ) is more famously known by his sobriquet Dehkhoda (دهخدا). He is 

often given the epithet مه  meaning ‘great scholar’, or ‘very erudite person’, and (al’la’meh) عالا

that could not be more appropriate. 

DATE STARTED 

Dehkhoda Lexicon Institute is the first organization in Iran which is established to compile the 

Persian lexicon in January 1945. 

 

NUMBER OF STUDENTS SINCE THE BEGINNING UP TO DECEMBER 2021 IS 22199. 

 

The full title of the institute is ‘Dehkhoda Lexicon Institute and International Center for Persian 

Studies’. Most people understandably shorten this to ‘Dehkhoda Institute’ or ‘Dehkhoda’. An 

acronym commonly seen is ‘I.C.P.S.’, including on the Dehkhoda website. Note that the institute 

uses the American spelling for the word ‘centre’. The term ‘Dehkhoda’ is used throughout this 

guide. 

The building 

The Dekhoda building has a curious feature concerning its floors: each floor has two levels or 

wings (ضلع). The classrooms are located on the south wing and offices on the other. The students’ 

lift stops at the south wing only. Most of the administrative offices relevant to students are on 

the 2nd floor. The language laboratory is on the ground floor north wing. 

The grounds of the building are part of the endowment of Dr. Mahmoud Afshar, a prominent 

figure in Iranian academia. You can read more about Dr. Mahmoud Afshar’s foundation here. 

Dehkhoda Treasury 

This is a small museum dedicated to Ali Akbar Dehkhoda and his works. It has sample dictionary 

entry cards (فیش) handwritten by Dehkhoda on display, as well as letters, books, and other 

memorabilia. It is well worth a visit or two. It is sign-posted and accessible from the ground 

floor. 

The Library 

The library is sign-posted and accessible from the ground floor. It has many reference books, 

but is weighted towards languages and dictionaries. It’s a bit of a bibliophile’s treat. In addition, 

there is a selection of newspapers including some English language Iranian newspapers such as 

the Tehran Times. Perched on display there are some really good Persian language guide books 

about Iran with information which is hard to find elsewhere. The library is a quiet place suitable 

for studying alone. There is also WiFi available to students. 

Computer Room 

Ms. Rasouli works on the three lingual website and supports the Institute’s internet and the 

online.  

https://icps.ut.ac.ir/
http://mahmoudafshar.ir/
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Who are the students? 

Students come from all over the world to study at Dehkhoda. Ages range from 18 upwards, with 

a sprinkling of middle-aged and some even older people. Some students have Iranian parentage 

but most do not. Nobody is made to feel unwelcome. 

Student administrative functions 

Registration – room 69 

The Registration Office for all courses is room 69. The registration office gets very busy. If your 

course is due to start at 9:00 am and you haven't properly registered, you should not turn up at 

08:45 and expect to be attended to quickly. A lot of people seem to do this, and there is more 

or less a constant queue outside the registration office. People may have different problems 

when registering. The person in front of you might take 2 minutes or 10 minutes. It is better to 

register and pay a couple of days beforehand if possible. 

❁ 
Write down and remember your student registration 
number. This will save you time later. 

 

The registration procedure is shown on the Dehkhoda website here. Students are then assigned 

to a suitable class based on their Persian language skills. The assignments and the classroom 

number are displayed on a notice board on the ground floor. 

Course fees 

The costs are published on the Dehkhoda website here. 

Paying the bill 

Dehkhoda uses SATNA, which can be paid in any bank. Alternatively, and far more convenient, 

is paying by bank card if you have one. See the Banking section for more information. 

Letters of introduction  

Dehkhoda can on request provide introductory letters for several purposes: 

• The dormitory where you will be staying: Room 70 

• Banks, if you would like a bank account: Room 63 

• Various academic and research libraries such as the National Library (ملی  the ,(کتابخانٔه 

Google Maps 

https://icps.ut.ac.ir/register%20procedure-e.html
http://icps.ut.ac.ir/tuition-e.html
https://dehkhoda.ut.ac.ir/en/page/3169/persian-courses-tuition-fees-and-fee-policies
https://goo.gl/maps/b42nyfcfmCPAajrM7
https://goo.gl/maps/b42nyfcfmCPAajrM7
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Majles Library (مجلس تهران) Tehran University Library ,(کتابخأه  دانشگأه   the library at ,(کتابخانٔه 

Hosseiniyeh Ershad, and many others: Room 65 

• Proof of study that proves that you studied at Dehkhoda. It is not an examination 

certificate: Room 65 

Travel Permits: Room 65  

To travel outside of Tehran students with study visas need permission, and these permits are 

also organized and issued from room 65. 

The process is a little bit cumbersome, but the steps listed below are clear. It helps to know 

your student number. It will save you and the Dehkhoda staff time. If your name is Grzegorz 

Brzeczyszczykiewicz the staff will appreciate not typing that. 

1. Go to room 65 and ask for a travel letter. You will need to state: 

◦ your name or your student number. 

◦ where you are going. e.g. Esfahan. 

◦ the date letter should be valid for. e.g. 21/09/2019 to 28/09/2019. It is even better 

to know the Persian dates as your permit will contain these. 

◦ whether you will be traveling with or without your passport. Many students travel 

without their passports when their visas are being renewed. 

2. Take the completed letter to the 4th floor for a signature. Either the dean or the deputy 

can sign it. 

3. Take the signed letter to room 69 to be stamped. 

4. Take the signed, stamped letter back to room 65 where it will be copied. 

5. You will then be given the letter. 

You are then free to travel. You should keep the letter with you when traveling. When staying 

at hotels offer this letter instead of your passport. If you are traveling by bus, the ticket office 

may wish to see the letter. 

Student Card – room 63 

Dehkhoda will issue you with a photo Student Card. It has a validity date sticker on the back 

which generally lasts one term. After that you need to register and pay for another course, then 

you can collect a sticker from the Registration Office which extends the validity. It does have the 

University of Tehran logo on it, and should be recognised at cultural and educational 

establishments. Some museums offer discounts to students, and this is your proof of being a 

student. 

Consular Services Office: Visas – room 69 

Before your initial visa expires you need to ensure that you are in the process of obtaining an 

extension. Two of the criteria for getting an extension are that you are continuing studying at 

Dehkhoda, and that you are staying at one of the official dormitories. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-fcrn1Edik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t-fcrn1Edik
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❁ 
The Consular Services Office can be very busy and the 
queue can be long, so advanced planning is advised. 

 
This is the process: 

1. Go first to room 70 to: 

◦ confirm your dormitory address. 

◦ collect a visa extension form, you can also find this form from the Education 

Deprtment stand on the 2nd floor. 

2. Go to any of these rooms with your form: 63, 64, 67. This is to confirm that you are 

eligible for a visa extension from the academic aspect. In simple terms, you must still be 

studying for the duration of the visa extension. 

3. Go to room 69 and bring: 

◦ your passport. 

◦ two passport-style photographs measuring 4x3cm. 

4. Mrs. Hayati will complete the relevant paperwork and give you a form to be signed. 

5. Go to the 4th floor, room number 11, for the dean’s signature. 

6. Return to room 69 and pay the appropriate fee. 

◦ The fees are: 

▪ 320,000 rials for less than 30 days extension. 

▪ 720,000 rials for more than 30 days extension. 

 

You need to pay: 

• 20,000 rials in cash (پول نقد) to Mrs Hayati. 

• The remainder, whether 300,000 or 700,000 rials, to Bank Melli. 

If you have a bank card, you pay the Bank Melli portion in Mrs Hayati’s office using a card 

machine. 

Your passport will be taken away for perhaps three weeks (or sometimes even longer) while the 

process is completed. You will be given a receipt for your passport and the approximate date 

when it will be ready. If you want to travel during this time you need to consider this. 

Eventually, your passport will be returned to you. At that time you will be given a letter when 

you need to return to the Consular Services Office to again renew your visa, assuming that you 

are continuing to study at Dehkhoda. You may notice a small sticker inside the front cover of 

your passport with the words شناسه فراگیر. This is an identitification number for foreigners in Iran. 

You should make a note of this number and write it down somewhere. I have had to use this 

number a couple of times in Bank Melli when paying bills. 
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If you didn't bring enough photographs with you there is a photoshop between Dehkhoda and 

Park Way. Photographs can be prepared while you wait. 

Paying the visa extension 
fee 

If you don’t have a bank card, you will 

be given a small slip of paper showing 

the amount to pay, the bank, the 

account name and account number. 

You will need to use this information 

to complete the paying in form. 

 

 

The nearest Bank Melli to Dehkhoda is about a four-minute walk up Vali Asr Street. A sample 

form is shown below. I have typed the relevant parts for clarity. You will need to substitute your 

name and telephone number. 

Google Maps 

https://goo.gl/maps/5LTNiELJ5r6Dm1Q97
https://goo.gl/maps/5LTNiELJ5r6Dm1Q97
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Insurance – room 70 

A recent requirement from the Ministry of Higher Education and Technology is that students 

have official Accident Insurance. This is organised at Dehkhoda in either three month or six 

month periods. You can find more information on the Dehkhoda website here. 

Key people 

There are certain key people that you will have dealings with, some more than others. 

• Dr. Bijankhan – Head of the institution. 

https://www.msrt.ir/en
https://icps.ut.ac.ir/insurance-e.html
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• Dr. Veisi         –          Vice president of Dehkhoda 

• Ms. Hayati – Dehkhoda consular affairs (visa renewal in simple terms). 

• Ms. Nafisi – Head of Education Department. 

• Ms. Jamshidi   – Graduation Certificate & Dehkhoda Registrar. 

• Ms. Moghaddam   –   Dehkhoda Assistant Registrar. 

• Ms. Mahdavi    –        Dehkhoda Students Affairs Section 

• Ms. Sadri – Velenjak dormitory. 

Cafeteria and restaurant 

The cafeteria in the basement has tea and coffee, soft drinks, chocolate, snacks, cakes, crisps 

and so on. As all the classes break at just about the same time the queue (صف /saf/) here can 

get quite long. It is best to rush to the basement if you wish to avoid waiting. Adjacent to the 

cafe there is a patio and a pleasant garden where the smokers smoke. There is free password-

protected WiFi in the cafeteria. 

For heavier lunches, there is the restaurant. They typically serve rice and Kebab, Chiken Kebab.. 

 

WiFi and phone charging 

There is free password-protected WiFi for students’ use in the cafeteria area. The SSID and the 

password are printed on a poster on the wall. 

In the waiting area on the 2nd floor, there is a panel of wall sockets for charging mobile phones. 

You will need to bring a charger and cable with you. Iran uses two-pin Euro-standard sockets. 
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3.  Studying at Dehkhoda 
What does it mean to study Persian at Dehkhoda? What are the courses like? What happens if 

I don’t turn up? 

Course dates 

All course dates are announced on the Dehkhoda website here. 

Materials used during the language courses 

Several textbooks written in-house are used during the language courses from Beginner to 

Advanced Level II: 

• Farsi-ye Dehkhoda - For Learners of Farsi as a Foreign Language (A1) Persian Alphabet 

included. 

• Reading Comprehension – For Learners of Farsi as a Foreign Language(A2-B1) 

• Reading Comprehension – For Learners of Farsi as a Foreign Language – (B2- C1) (Yellow) 

• Applied Grammar – For Learners of Farsi as a Foreign Language – Volume 1 (Red) (A2-

C1) 

• Applied Grammar – For Learners of Farsi as a Foreign Language – Volume 2 (Blue) (A2-

C1) 

 

   

 

There is a book shop on the ground floor which sells books for all of the courses at Dehkhoda. 

In addition, tutors may hand out their own materials for specific lessons. The materials for the 

Advanced Level III course are handed out in class. 

Other suggested materials 

A good dictionary is essential. Pocket-size dictionaries are really not much use. I recommend 

https://dehkhoda.ut.ac.ir/en/page/3166/time-table
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the Farhang Moaser Larger ‘Haim’ Persian-English dictionary, specifically the ‘fine print’ edition 

 with about 50,000 definitions. It is superb. Although it has recently concluded its print (چاپ ریز)

run it is still available in some book shops from stock. 

Dehkhoa Persian Learner’s Dictionary is a monolingual dictionary that has been compiled by 

Behruz Safarzadeh on the basis of today’s Persian Corpus. It provides the learners of Persian 

with the most frequent words and idioms used in today’s written and spoken Persian. 

Online dictionaries include: 

• Vajehyab 

• Dehkhoda 

• Vajje. 

The intensive course 

The intensive courses last six weeks. The working week is from Saturday to Wednesday. Classes 

usually start at 09:00 and finish at 12:00. However classes sometimes start at 08.30 if there are 

many public holidays during a particular term. There is a break between about 10:15 and 10:45 

when most students go to the cafeteria in the basement. Some snooze in the classrooms. 

A class will usually have from 5 to about 12 students. If less than 5 students register for a class 

it may be cancelled. 

Homework (تکلیف /tak'lif/) is assigned most days. This varies between not too much to sometimes 

quite a lot. Preparation for the next lesson is a good idea, particularly learning vocabulary. As 

one progresses up the levels, the amount of writing one needs to do seems to increase. 

Between the courses there is a break of about 10 days. If you are going to continue studying 

this         

About the lessons 

The lessons cover grammar, vocabulary, reading, writing, listening, and speaking. There are 

some exams during the term: if you have already gone to any other Persian language centers 

other than Dehkhoda, you need to take a level assessment test before the course starting date. 

You will have a midterm exam and a final exam during the term. Participating in the class 

acitivities are important.  

You are not allowed to have more than four absences unless you are sick. In this case, you need 

to have a sick note from a medical center. 

Additional afternoon courses 

Other courses are offered which are not mandatory but are very useful. These include: 

• Conversation – very useful for spoken Farsi, but with a theme. 

• Free discussion – somewhat similar to the above. 

• Reading/analysing modern Persian stories and poetry. 

• Reading/analysing Iranian newspapers and magazines. 

http://www.farhangmoaser.com/
https://www.vajehyab.com/
https://dehkhoda.ut.ac.ir/fa/dictionary
https://vajje.com/en
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• Calligraphy. I regret that I still haven’t taken this course as I have seen the results of 

fellow students’ efforts on this course. 

Examinations 

There are two examinations (امتحانات) each term: mid term and end of term. If you don’t pass the 

examinations you can’t move up a level. This is not unreasonable. 

• The final mark is out of 100 which includes: 20 marks from your class participation, 40 

marks from your mid-term exam and 40 marks from your final exam.  

• Pass/fail is determined by the examinees’ total score which needs to be at or above the 

point required for passing (66 out of 100). 

Rating your tutor and the institute 

Towards the end of your course Ms. Jamshidi will visit each classroom. Your tutor will graciously 

step outside for a few minutes. You will be given a simple form to rate your tutor and Dehkhoda 

generally. The assessment is a simple sliding scale from bad to very good, and a section for free 

comments. The ratings include, for example, did your tutor set appropriate homework, and 

were the classrooms clean. 

Attendance 

Your attendance, or lack of it, and lateness are recorded by your tutor. If you are very late that 

may be considered as non-attendance. There is a threshold for unauthorised non-attendance: 

four absences in a term. If you cross this Rubicon there are implications: 

• You will not receive a certificate for your studies. 

• You will also be unable to take the end of term examination. 

• in extremis your study visa will not be extended, and then you will have to leave Iran. 

End of term presentation 

At the end of some of the terms there is a formal presentation which involves the students. This 

takes place in the Afshar Hall on the ground floor. 

One of the staff, or occasionally a student, acts as a compère or ringmaster. Sometimes there is 

a guest speaker. Dehkhoda students often have an important role in the presentation, including 

performing music, reading Persian poetry, and even arranging their own short plays. Towards 

the end of the proceedings, those students who are leaving Dehkhoda are called onto the stage 

to receive their certificates. Students are encouraged to make or bring some food from their 

own countries for a small food festival immediately after the presentation. 

Literature and other courses 

In addition to the language and afternoon courses there are several literature courses available. 

The language skills needed for these classes are a step upwards. There are no mandatory 

examinations. Homework is often assigned which will generally require a few hours to complete. 

Typically this homework will be reading and practicing, trying to learn and absorb vocabulary, 
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and preparation for the next lesson. If you don’t do the homework it will be very obvious in the 

next class. If there are insufficient registrants the courses may not be held. I have written about 

my experiences of the Hafez course here. 

The courses available include: 

• Shahnameh of Ferdowsi. 

• Divan of Hafez 

• Golestan of Saadi. 

• Masnavi of Molavi. 

• Iranian culture. 

• Contemporary Persian literature. 

• Contemporary Persian poetry. 

• Ghazals of Shams Tabrizi. 

• Iranian history. 

• Persian music. 

• Iranian cinema. 

Private lessons 

Private lessons are available for those who want them. These are one-to-one sessions on 

whatever subject a student would like to practice or review. The dates and times of the sessions 

are arranged between the student and the tutor. In the first case go to room 65 and make some 

enquiries. 

https://www.sadface.ir/cities/tehran/reading-hafez-at-dehkhoda/
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4.  Dormitories 
Students with study visas are obliged to stay at one of the approved dormitories. The approved 

dormitories are: 

• Danesh Pazhuhan of Shahid Beheshti University, commonly known as ‘Velenjak’. 

• University of Tehran dormitory. 

The process of registering for a dormitory is shown on the Dehkhoda website here. You need to 

obtain a letter of introduction from Dehkhoda to stay at a dormitory. 

The Velenjak Dormitory 

Velenjak is in the north of Tehran very close to the mountains. The air here is usually cleaner 

and fresher than the centre of Tehran. It is sometimes possible from here to see polluted air, 

tinged with a nasty brown shade, hanging over Tehran. 

The full name for this dormitory (خوابگاه) is ‘Danesh Pazhuhan of Beheshti University’. It is a fairly 

modern, light yellow brick 12 storey tower block located on a curved dual carriageway at about 

5,900 feet or 1800 metres. There are security guards on duty 24 hours a day. Foreign residents 

have to sign out and sign in. 

Most foreign students are on the 8th to the 11th floors. There are two lifts which are remarkable 

due to one of them stopping only on even-numbered (زوج) floors and the other only on odd-

numbered (فرد) floors, though both go to the 11th floor. 

A student will usually be assigned to a flat with one or two other students. A student may have 

to share a room with another person. Cooperation with flatmates is key to having a pleasant 

stay, but sometimes it is not possible. The holy grail for many students is getting a single room. 

This may mean a long wait and there is no guarantee you will get one. There is a washing 

machine on the ground floor. 

Telefax :( +98-21) 22432221 (Mr. /Ms. Sadri) 

Full postal address 

Iranian postal addresses are written on one line. 

I have put the address in Persian and English as follows: 

My name 

Room Number,  

Danesh Pazhuhan Complex,  

18 Boulevard Daneshju,  

Velenjak,  

Google Maps 

https://icps.ut.ac.ir/accomodation/accomodation-e.html
https://goo.gl/maps/e37QZqqJkPMqfc4H7
https://goo.gl/maps/e37QZqqJkPMqfc4H7
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Tehran,  

Iran.  

Post Code: 1984845497 

۱۹٨۴٨۴۵۴۹٧: کدپستی. ۹۱۰مجتمع دانش پژوهان، اتاق . ، ۱٨ایران، تهران، ولنجک، بلوار دانشجو، پالک   

I have had parcels sent from the UK, and they arrived about 8 days after being posted. To aid 

this process I made a PDF with the addresses in both English and Persian, and sent this to the 

sender of my parcels. You may be liable to pay import duty depending on the items. 

Cost per month 

The rooms vary in price. The latest prices are published on the Dehkhoda website here.  

The rooms 

Some of the rooms are shared and some are single. All the rooms have their own cooking 

facilities with a gas cooker, kettle, bathroom, and shower. In December 2019 new wall-mounted 

flat-panel televisions were provided. The rooms are fully furnished with a bed or beds and tables 

and chairs, but the walls are usually bare. If you stick things like pictures to the walls using tape 

or glue, and this damages the wall you may have to pay to fix it. However many of the rooms 

have a gas pipe running along the top edge of a wall, and hanging something like a qalamkar 

from that using non-permanent and non-damaging zip lock fasteners seems to be OK. The 

south-facing rooms have a view over Tehran. On clear days, or after heavy rain, this can be 

spectacular. 

Each week the housekeeper will come round and clean the room, and provide fresh bedding 

and towels. Residents are expected to keep their rooms reasonably tidy. 

Lock up 

The main gate is locked late at night. This is particularly important during long holidays such as 

the Nowruz break which lasts about one month. There was a notice in 1394/1395 (2016) that 

students would not be allowed entry after 10 pm during the holiday break. However, experience 

showed this rule was flexible if arriving back from traveling outside of Tehran. But it makes sense 

not to abuse this. 

Rubbish and uneaten bread 

Outside the khabgah there is a large rubbish bin for waste. Next to it there is a repurposed oil 

drum for old bread. It is marked in big letters ‘ انن  ’. This is collected daily and is given to sheep. 

It’s a much better idea than throwing it away. 

Paying the bill 

The Velenjak dormitory uses Bank Melli. There is a branch in the Velenjak shopping centre just 

down the road from the dormitory. The staff at Bank Melli sometimes wish to see a passport 

when paying in money (I have no idea why). A curious anomaly is one cannot use a card from 

one Iranian bank in another bank. So you will need to have sufficient money available in cash 

at times, or bank directly with Bank Melli. 

https://icps.ut.ac.ir/accomodation/accomodation-e.html
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You will be provided with a form for Bank Melli pre-completed with the account details and 
correct amount. The form is also annotated with the duration it covers. In the example below it 
is until December 19th. This is useful to know. 
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Local shops 

Directly opposite the dormitory on the main road there are several restaurants and an ice cream 

parlour, a dry cleaners, an ice cream parlour, and a Bank Mellat ATM. Down a short steep slipway 

called Bagh (باغ), there is a butchers, a fruit and vegetable shop, a barbershop, a minicab office, 

a bakery selling both Sangak and Barbary bread, a post office, a honey shop, and a general store. 

This cluster is commonly known as Bagh-e Gilas (باغ گیالس) 

A five-minute walk down the hill, on the opposite side of the road and adjacent to a small park, 

there is the Velenjak shopping centre ( مرکز خرید ولنجک) with clothes shops, a Bank Melli Iran, a book 

shop with a good selection of dictionaries and some bi-lingual books, a general store, a 

pharmacy, mobile phone shops, a shirini, a stationers which can print out PDFs or other 

documents, an arts and crafts shop, dry cleaners, hairdressers, a pet shop, an electrical shop, 

coffee shops (at least one with WiFi), small restaurants, taxi offices, a butchers, some ATMs, and 

so on. Separate from the shopping centre and facing the park is a pizza restaurant (Per Perook) 

and a pharmacy. These local shops cover most day to day needs for Velenjak residents. 

The print shop on the first floor of the Velenjak shopping centre is very handy. Telephone: 0910 

988 7871, email: dfkaveh@gmail.com. You can send them files for printing via Telegram, 

WhatsApp, or email. They can also print from USB flash card. 

 

❁ 
At a print shop, ask for double-sided (پشِت رو) printing. It 
helps save the environment and weight. 

Kahf al-Shohada 

From outside the dormitory, and from north-facing rooms, one can see an Iranian flag flying at 

a place a bit further up the hill. This is Kahf ol-Shohada, a small tomb in the side of the hill for 

soldiers in the Iran-Iraq war whose names are unknown. Ceremonies and functions are regularly 

held there. Some of them are very well attended. On Thursday nights there is usually a recitation 

of the Do’a Komeil ( دعا ُکمیل). 

Tochal 

The base station for Tochal (توچال) is about a one hour walk from the Velenjak Dormitory. The air 

up there is very clean, and on clear days the views can be fantastic. It is also mercifully free of 

motorcycles. A visit to the summit either by foot (several hours) or by taking the cable car (about 

1 hour) is highly recommended. The cable car is closed on Mondays. On other days the opening 

times vary. Check the website here. Ticket prices vary on how far up you wish to go and if your 

journey is one way or return. From the summit it is possible to see Mount Damavand if there 

are no clouds – that’s about 40 miles away! 

Tehran University Dormitories 

 

Attar Neishabouri 

Google Maps 

mailto:dfkaveh@gmail.com
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Du'a_Kumayl
http://tochal.org/en/
https://goo.gl/maps/LaSnHdumGE4xLGRw6
https://goo.gl/maps/LaSnHdumGE4xLGRw6
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Attar Neishabory dormitory is in the center part of Tehran. It’s very close to the main campus of 

the University of Tehran. 

The air here is usually moderate, sometimes it's very clean and rarely it gets polluted due to the 

bad weather and heavy traffic. it happens normally in most of the capitals of the world.   

The distance between Tehran Imam Khomeini International Airport to the dormitory is 51 km and 

it gets 1 hour approximately to reach the place.   

Every student is required to complete the registration at ICPS, 2nd floor, room # 70, the in charge 

of the registration is Ms. Mahdavi , she is a kind and polite person, so do not hesitate to ask for 

advice and assistance from her with any issue. 

The full name for this dormitory ( خوابگاه) is ‘Attar Neishabory of Tehran University dormitory’. It 

is a fairly modern, light yellow brick 6 storey (suite) block, it has two portions, one is specified for 

male students and the second one is for female students. There are security guards on duty 24 hours 

a day. Foreign residents have to sign out and sign in. this dormitory is only for foreign students. 

  A student will usually be assigned to a flat with one or two other students. A student may have to 

share a room with another person. Cooperation with flatmates is key to having a pleasant stay, but 

sometimes it is not possible. The holy grail for many students is getting a single room. This may 

mean a long wait and there is no guarantee you will get one. There are a washing machine on the 

ground floor, study room, mosque, and courtyard in which you can enjoy playing table tennis. there 

are two lifts to facilitate the students in the dormitory. 

The in-charge of the dormitory Mr. Behzad is a very kind and charming personality, he is always 

very cooperative and polite with students, once you met him he will try to solve all of your issues 

regarding residence. 

Full postal address 

Iranian postal addresses are written on one line. 

My name 

Room Number,  

Attar Neishabory apartment 12#,  

Far’danesh Alley, 

Qods St. , 

Enqelab St. , 

Tehran,  

Iran.  

Post Code:1417733384 

 
1417733384 :کدپستی -  00اتاق  – 12ساختمان عطار نیشابوری بالک  –کوچه فردانش  –خیابان قدس  –خیابان انقالب  –تهران  –ایران   

Cost per month 

The rooms vary in price. The latest prices are published on the Dehkhoda institute website here.  

https://dehkhoda.ut.ac.ir/en/page/3184/university-of-tehran-gentlemen
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The rooms 

Each suite has 6 rooms and a big sheared salon. most of the rooms are 
shared and a few are single. All the rooms share kitchen cooking facilities 
with a gas cooker, kettle, 2 bathroom-shower. New wall-mounted flat-panel 
televisions are provided in every suite. The rooms are fully furnished with a 
bed or beds, tables, chairs, dressers, and refrigerator, but the walls are 
usually bare. If you stick things like pictures to the walls using tape or glue, 
and this damages the wall you may have to pay to fix it. The north-facing 
rooms on the 5th and 6th floor have a view over Milad tower which is an 
icon of the capital i.e. Tehran. On clear days, or after heavy rain, this can 
be spectacular. 

Every day the housekeeper will come round and clean the suite, Residents 
are expected to keep their rooms reasonably tidy. 

Lock up 

The main gate is locked late at night. This is particularly important for the security 
and privacy of students. All students are supposed to make sure their entrance in 
the dormitory before 11:59 pm.  

Paying the bill 

* you can pay the dormitory fare in the form of cash directly to the in-charge i.e. Mr. Behzad or 

you can transfer the money by using your bank card, a receipt will be provided to you after 

paying.   

* The Attar dormitory uses Bank Melli. There are some branches of Bank Melli near to Attar 

dormitory as well as the institute. you will be guided by the administration to reach the nearest 

branch easily. The staff at Bank Melli sometimes wish to see a passport when paying in money. 

You will be provided with a form for Bank Melli pre-completed with the account details and 

correct amount. The form is also annotated with the duration it covers.  

Internet 

To have internet access, every student is required to register their names at ICPS, 2nd floor., 

room # 73, to receive a username and password for using Wi-Fi. The students can have the 

facility of Wi-Fi in the institute as well as in the dormitory. 

Local shops 

There are several small shops a few minutes away from the dormitory to meet your requirement. 

On both sides of the dormitory, on Wisal St. and Quds St., beautiful cafes a dairy shop an ice 

cream shop and ATMs of some banks are also available. 

North Kargar is a famous street 1 km (10 min) from the dormitory that has also many shops and 

stores that sell at reasonable prices.  hairdressers, a pet shop, an electrical shop, coffee shops, 

small restaurants, taxi offices, butchers, a fruit and vegetable shop, some ATMs. 
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You may like Iranian types of bread, such as Sinjak(سنگک), Berberi( یبربر ), and Taftun( فتونات ), as 

you can find nanwai( یینانوا ) shops selling them there. 

There are two print shops in Wisal St. and Quds St. You can send them files for printing via 

Telegram, WhatsApp, or email. They can also print from a USB flashcard. 

 

 

 

Laleh Park  

Laleh Park (Pârk-e Laleh) is a large recreation area of the Iranian capital Tehran. It is one of the 

most pleasant venues near the Attar dormitory, it will take 5 minutes to walk to reach there, you 

can enjoy and feel the nature as well as you can exercise and play every game to maintain your 

health. several people visit Park Laleh every day, they play volleyball, table tennis, soccer, 

tennis, etc. some people love jogging and cycling so tracks are separately available for them also. 

In my opinion, it is one the best place to visit every day. 

This park (one of c. 800 parks in Tehran) lies in central Tehran and north of Tehran University. 

Laleh Park is one of the biggest parks in Tehran. 

Enqelab Square  

Enqelab Square (Persian: ی انقالب اسالم  دانیم  meidān-e enqelāb-e eslāmi; “Islamic Revolution Square”) 

is an important square in central Tehran, Iran. It is served by a Metro and bus station of the 

same name. It is also a famous place near the Attar dormitory to visit, It will take you 10 minutes 

walk to get there, you can enjoy delicious meals and coffee in the cafes and restaurants around 

Enqelab Square. Most importantly there are many bookshops and libraries around Enqelab 

Square, you will find any book which is published in Iran there, the main branches of the most 

of the publishers are also there while visit those book shops will help you to increase your 

journal knowledge about Iran.  

Getting from Attar dormitory to Dehkhoda 

To get from the Attar dormitory to Dehkhoda you have these options: 

• Bus –walk to Taleqani bus station by Taleqani St. (10 min) to get a bus (BRT) from there. 

The bus takes about 35 minutes if the traffic is light, or more if it is heavy.  

• Snapp – this seems to be popular when a group of students wishes to travel together 

and share the fare. However, consider that Attar dormitory is in the center of Tehran and 

it is not always the easiest place to find a Snapp.Taxi or minicab – spend more money 

and you book your taxi from Wisal St. to Dehkhoda Institute directly.  

• Metro – you can also go by metro from the nearest metro station i.e. Enqelab station or 

Vali-Asr station but I do not recommend this route because it will take a lot of time and 

you may feel fatigued. Note: I strongly recommend to the students to go by Snapp or 

bus (BRT) .   

Snapp 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=cab.snapp.passenger.play
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Snapp is an Iranian equivalent to Uber. It usually works well and the prices are very reasonable . 

The app is in Persian and English (see Internet Apps). Last year 

Snapp application turned into a super app, and now it offers 

the services of the Snapp group. Requesting ride, motorcycle, 

truck, ordering food, hotel and hostels reservations, bus and 

plane tickets, and more options are all available in this 

comprehensive application. The screenshot to the right shows 

me the journey details. The green pin  

marks the origin ( مبدا /mab’da/). The destination ( مقصد 

/maq’sad/) is now  

off the map. 

The fare for this journey is 215,000 rials (the traffic was light). 

The name of the driver, the make and colour, and the 

registration number of the card will be all shown after the 

request. 

 

https://snapp.ir/
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5.  Changing money 
You will no doubt need to change money from £ or € or $ or whatever into rials. Bring notes 

that are in good condition and preferably without any writing on them. Some exchanges refuse 

to accept notes that are even slightly damaged or marked. There seems to be no preference for 

any of the major currencies. I have had no problems exchanging £ sterling in Tehran, 

Kermanshah, Kashan, and so on. 

Some banks and exchanges may ask to see your passport when changing money. If you don’t 

have your passport with you, a colour photocopy should suffice in most cases. If not, try another 

exchange. 

To get some idea of the exchange rates visit TGJU. The rates in the exchanges will be different 

to those shown on this website, but should be reasonably close. Reasonable, of course, is in the 

eye of the beholder. 

Try to obtain Iranian notes that are in good condition. If you end up with nothing but 500,000 

rial notes you will find that spending them is tricky. Even taxi drivers don’t like them very much 

unless the journey is relatively long. 

At banks 

There are myriad banks in Iran, and many of them do not exchange money or at least not in the 

small amounts that students will want to exchange from time to time. This is different from 

most high street banks in the United Kingdom. As this is not a key part of their business, their 

rates may not be the best and their processes can be convoluted. 

At exchanges 

There are several exchanges both north and south of Dehkhoda in Vali Asr Street. The one I 

usually use is Zafaraniyeh, about a three-minute walk towards Tajrish. As well as exchanging 

banknotes, they can do direct transfers into my Iranian bank account. This is very convenient 

and it saves me time – I don’t need to fill in a form, nor wait in a queue, nor check the amount 

being paid in. 

There are exchanges all over Tehran, with a large cluster of them around Ferdowsi Square. This 

seems to be one of the best places for changing money. The rates will be similar in all the 

exchanges. 

❁ 
There are usually people hanging around Ferdowsi 
Square offering to exchange money. I recommend not 
using them. Stick to the exchanges that have shops. 

 
In other cities, if you cannot find an exchange on the streets, ask in the bazaar. Somebody there 
will point you in the right direction. Hotels can sometimes exchange money but their rates may 
not be the best. 

http://www.tgju.org/currency
https://goo.gl/maps/dzrZWKAKueEVuWmY7
https://goo.gl/maps/97Be3M9ETatxU4Ja9
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6.  Banking 
If you are staying for more than one term at Dehkhoda it is convenient and worth your time to 

open a bank account rather than stashing bundles of money somewhere in the dormitory. I use 

Saman Bank. Dehkhoda now recommends using Ayandeh Bank. 

UK bank cards currently do not work in Iran. 

Opening a bank account 

You will need to visit the bank, take with you a letter of introduction from Dehkhoda and your 

passport. The staff at the Saman Bank branch near Dehkhoda are familiar with the facilities that 

you will need, which is basically a current account and a debit card. With this card you can 

withdraw money from ATMs (Persian and English instructions are selectable), buy things in 

shops or online. 

There are numerous forms to be filled in or signed, the process may take half an hour. Your 

address is the address of your dormitory. Then you will be asked to come back to the bank in a 

few days time with at least 1,000,000 rials to deposit to open the account. 

When you return and your account is finally opened, the assistant will provide you with a debit 

card and several sealed packets containing various PINs. 

PINs 

The terminology used here is a little bit confusing. The ‘main’ PIN is used for withdrawing money 

from ATMs and paying in person at shops. This is called the رمز /ramz/. 

Internet PIN 

This is a PIN which is used solely to access the Saman Bank website. This PIN is also referred to 

as the password (رمز عبور /ramz’e o’boor/) on the bank’s website. You can download your bank 

statements from the website in PDF or XLS format, check transactions, and so on. 

 

https://ib.sb24.com/
https://ba24.ir/
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The second PIN 

If you wish to buy things online there is a second PIN (رمز دوم /ramz’e do’vom/), which is also 

sometimes referred to as the Internet PIN (رمز اینترنتی /ramz’e in’ter’ne’ti/). This PIN is completely 

separate to the Internet PIN for accessing Saman Bank. You have to set up this PIN by visiting a 

Saman Bank ATM, and following the on-screen prompts. If you don’t plan to buy anything online 

you don’t need this PIN. You can see an example of this PIN use in the shopping online section. 

Telephone banking PIN 

I haven’t used telephone banking and so I don’t know what the process is, but I imagine it is 

straightforward. However, I am not sure that I would want to discuss any banking problems over 

a telephone rather than visit a branch in person. 

Depositing money 

Paying in money is just like paying in at a bank in the UK. The form may be a bit confusing at 

first, but it is actually straightforward. 

The sample form show below caters for both deposits (واریز) and withdrawals (برداشت). I’ve typed 

this one so the wording is absolutely clear. The parts you need to fill in to make a deposit are 

highlighted in yellow, from top left to bottom right: the date, the amount in words, the amount 

in figures, the account number, the account name, your name (as depositor), your national ID 

number, your telephone number, and then sign it. This is an NCR form, and after your deposit 

has been stamped and signed you will be given the customer copy of it. 
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Withdrawing money 

In the UK more than 95% of debit cards and associated banks are joined to the Visa network, 

and so we can use our bank cards in ATMs of nearly all banks. This is a convenience that we take 

for granted. In Iran this is not the case. To withdraw money from a Saman bank one has to use 

a Saman Bank ATM or queue up for counter service. There is a daily limit of 2,000,000 rials for 

Saman Bank, and this should be kept in mind towards the end of your stay in Iran. 

Mah Card 

A quite recent alternative to opening a bank account has emerged: the Mah Card. This is a pre-

paid debit card suitable for travellers and probably foreign students too. I don’t have any 

experience of Mah Card myself. Somebody who has one should write this section. 

https://www.mahcard.com/
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7.  Telephone and Internet 
Iran has good telephony connections to the rest of the world. 4G is available in Tehran and other 

cities, and typically it is reasonably fast and reliable. 

You will generally need your passport to register the number in your name, though apparently 

some shops do sell SIM cards without asking for this. I recommend adhering to the official 

process to avoid unnecessary problems. 

The are several mobile phone companies operating in Iran, the main ones being: 

• Irancell (ایرانسل). Website in Persian and English. 

• First Operator (همراه اول). Website in Persian and English. 

• RighTel (رایتل). Website in Persian and English. 

This remainder of this section contains information about Irancell which I use. 

SIM card 

SIM cards are usually available at Imam Khomeini airport, but sometimes they are not. If they 

are out of stock go to a mobile phone shop. 

There is a multitude of plans, offers, and bundles that is every bit as confusing as those in the 

UK. Prepaid is simple to set up though slightly more expensive than post-paid. Depending on 

how many calls you make this difference may be nugatory. 

COST of SIM card 

Once you have your telephone number you should inform the Dehkhoda registration office. 

Registering your mobile phone 

You will need to register your mobile phone and SIM card to use it in Iran. The process is best 

explained at the place where you buy your SIM card. 

Recharging a prepaid account 

You can buy Irancell recharge vouchers from most newspaper kiosks and general stores. These 

are scratch cards with a hidden sixteen digit number. The voucher shown here is worth 50,000 

rials. 

To recharge, dial *141*NUMBER#. In this case *141*6602718012256745#. You will receive a 

message back showing the key words 'Sharj anjam shod!' Alternatively you may receive a similar 

message in English. 

Topping up online or using the Irancell App incurs 9%VAT, so if you top up 200,000 rials you will 
be charged 218,000 rials. If you have an Iranian bank card, you can also recharge online using 
the Irancell App or the Irancell website. 

https://irancell.ir/Portal/Home/
https://www.mci.ir/web/en/aboutus
https://www.rightel.ir/
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MTN Irancell App 

If you have a smartphone you can keep a close eye on your credit balance using the official MTN 

Irancell Android App here. You will first need to register on the Irancell website. This app is 

available in Persian and English. The screenshots show the balance and in-depth information 

about the data quota available. There are several other useful features in the app. 

 

  

 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mtni.myirancell
https://irancell.ir/Portal/Home/http:/irancell.ir/Portal/Home/
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Tethering 

Many mobile phones support tethering. This can be a useful way of accessing the Internet on 

laptops and tablets. The costs for Irancell shown above are very reasonable. 

Filtering and VPNs 

Internet access in Iran, like in the UK, has some restrictions. This means some websites you may 

be used to viewing at home (e.g. news.bbc.co.uk) are blocked and can't be accessed directly. 

You may see a message in your browser such as “Safari Can’t Open the Page”. 

The subject of VPNs and which VPN provider is most suitable in Iran is a delicate issue. I would 

say that practically everyone who has a smartphone in Iran uses a VPN. However I cannot 

recommend any particular one in this guide. 

You may see the picture below in your browser, which can be shown if you try to visit a website 

which is blocked. You don’t need to worry about this. Nobody is going to kick down your door 

and ask what you were doing. Just move on to another site. 

 

Calling abroad 

Irancell has direct dial overseas. The access code is 00 + country code. To dial the UK that is 00 

+ 44 + telephone number without the leading zero of the UK telephone number. Costs are not 

expensive. The international call tariffs are shown on the Irancell website here. To call London 

on a 020 number the rates is 130 Tomans a minute (1,300 rials or 2.6p). 

http://eform.irancell.ir/portal/home/?68721/International%20Tariff%20Calls
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After you make a call, Irancell creates a popup on your 

screen showing the cost. The example I use here was a 5 

minute 15 second call to London, and it cost 17,901 rials, 

or about 13 pence. 

 

 

Internet Apps 

If you have a smartphone it makes sense to make use of some apps which Iranians use. These 

Android apps are popular: 

• Telegram: instant messaging. This app is filtered and is only accessible via a VPN. 

• WhatsApp: instant messaging. 

• Tehran Public Transport: shows BRT and local bus routes in Tehran. 

• Snapp: minicab service similar to Uber. 

• Vajehyab: Persian dictionaries including translations to English 

• MyIrancell: mobile phone and Internet account management. 

• Persian Calendar: convert the Iranian calendar to Gregorian and vice versa. 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.whatsapp
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.neda.buseta
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=cab.snapp.passenger.play
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vajehyab.app
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mtni.myirancell
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.byagowi.persiancalendar
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8.  Shopping 
Shopping in Iran is much like shopping in the UK. There are a few small points which are worth 

highlighting. Local mini supermarkets are like the ubiquitous ‘corner shops’ in the UK. There are 

also some larger western-style supermarkets in Tehran. The nearest to Velenjak or Dehkhoda is 

Palladium. The food department in the basement is huge. Further out, near Ekbatan, is 

Hyperstar. The building itself and the range of goods on offer here is vast. It’s worth seeing even 

as a symbol of consumerism. 

For bookshops head to Enqelab Avenue near Enqelab Square. It’s the bookshop centre of Tehran. 

There are dozens and dozens of them here, mostly on the south side of the avenue. But they 

are also in little shopping arcades, on side roads. And when you think you’ve found seen them 

all, there are still more. 

Paying by cash 

All shops accept cash. Consider that 500,000 rial notes are of no use when buying a 10,000 rial 

(7p) loaf of bread or on the bus. It helps to carry a few 50,000 rial notes. If the amount of change 

due is very small, for example 2000 rials, you will probably be given a sweet instead. It saves 

the shops and you the hassle of carrying notes with very low value. Do you really want a 1p 

note in your wallet? 

Paying by bank card 

In western countries we are constantly 

warned and admonished not to reveal our 

bank card PIN number to anyone. In Iran it is 

very common for shop staff to swipe your 

card and ask for the PIN number. The magic 

word is ‘ramz’ (رمز), which means ‘code’ or 

‘secret’. You may choose to type it yourself, 

but this is a cultural difference to be aware 

of. 

Saman Bank has a very useful feature 

whereby they send an SMS to your registered phone number each time your card is used to buy 

something, or your account is topped up, or you log in to Internet banking. The date here 

(1398/7/17) shows the Persian calendar. 

Typical costs of items 

How much do everyday things cost in Iran? Refer to Sample Prices below. This section can be 

Google Maps 

https://goo.gl/maps/uHBot9nuA54UvYTr7
https://goo.gl/maps/r3RMiEhjoQFfGkX5A
https://goo.gl/maps/ccsNJd2BWQNYA57Q6
https://goo.gl/maps/ccsNJd2BWQNYA57Q6
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expanded considerably. It shows the actual purchase prices in Velenjak or Tajrish during October 

2019. One can use it to calculate a reasonably accurate budget. 

Shopping online 

Iran has online shopping which is growing slowly. To make use of this at all you need a bank 

card, and a so-called ‘second pin’. Digikala is often mentioned as an ‘Iranian Amazon’. The range 

of items on offer is much smaller but it is growing slowly. 

There are various words which are used for the English word ‘password’, but they all mean the 

same thing: 

 رمز عبور  •

 کلمه عبور  •

 کلمه رمز  •

 اسم عبور •

 اسم رمز  •

I bought some books online at 3gaam after going through the rigmarole of the differences 

between the Internet PIN and the second PIN. 

In the example below, on the left I am logging in to the 3gaam website. Here they use the term 

 .for the site password کلمه عبور

On the right, after I confirmed my purchase, I am completing a payment using my Saman Bank 

card. Here the secondary PIN رمز دوم is referred to as the Internet PIN رمز اینترنتی. 

 

 

 

Apart from the inconsistent terminology and parlance, shopping online in Iran is not a problem. 

I have had no problems with orders or deliveries. 

https://www.digikala.com/
http://shop.3gaam.com/
http://shop.3gaam.com/
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9.  Public Transport 
The public transport system in Iran is extensive and it is also very cheap. For newcomers to Iran 

it may seem a bit bewildering: the routes, the mores and customs, and the ticket system will be 

unknown. This section seeks to introduce and explain some aspects of the public transport 

system. 

Buses 

Iran has a very well-developed bus transport system. Buses are categorised in these ways: 

• Inter-city, most of which are called ‘VIP’. These are large coaches. 

• BRT – Bus Rapid Transport. 

• Local 

• Minibus 

Inter-city buses 

These long-distance buses travel all over Iran, for example between Tehran and Esfahan. In the 

UK we would call them coaches. You can find more information about the terminals on the 

Tehran website here (Persian). The terminals are well equipped with many shops, taxi stands, 

and so on. 

The major inter-city bus terminals (پایانه ها) in Tehran are: 

• Beyhaghi (بیهقی). This terminal is informally called Argentine, sometimes even on bus 

tickets. It is relatively close to Velenjak, and has services to many destinations. 

• Southern (جنوب). This is the furthest terminal from Velenjak. 

• Eastern (غرب). 

• Western (شرق). This is the largest bus terminal in Tehran and is near Azadi Square. 

• Punak (پونک). 

There are several competing long-distance bus companies. I have used Royal Safar. A one-way 

fare to Esfahan was 480,000 rials (about £3.50). The bus left on time, it was clean, and a small 

snack lunch and bottled water was provided. 

BRT – Bus Rapid Transport 

These dark red coloured elongated buses bend in the middle (think: bendy buses in London) 

and travel long distances within Tehran. For example one route is from Tajrish in the north to 

the Railway Station in the far south. They have access to bus-only roads or lanes, and the 

distance between stops is much longer than those for the local buses. The nearest southbound 

BRT bus stop is directly opposite Dehkhoda. The BRT buses can become very packed with 

passengers, and boarding or alighting can be a bit of a bun fight. However, one regularly sees 

younger people standing up and offering their seats to the elderly. Chivalry (جوانمردی) is not dead. 

Some features of the BRT are: 

http://terminals.tehran.ir/Default.aspx?tabid=320
https://goo.gl/maps/ER81UrQtVcbQUGwJ8
https://goo.gl/maps/2GsA4a7FpZU5fBjPA
https://goo.gl/maps/oA5hPMtb6g2rsJV58
https://goo.gl/maps/VQ2oTqjeSVYzhpr69
https://goo.gl/maps/4XscGHgWWJvDxiFK9
http://www.royall.ir/
https://goo.gl/maps/bQJS3GHvZNW9UhNy8
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• The buses are semi air-conditioned but they have small sliding windows too. 

• The front half of the bus is reserved for women only. 

• Only travel cards are accepted. There is an attendant at each of the BRT stops who 

ensures that you present your card to a machine before you board. 

• You can view/download a PDF file of the BRT routes on the Tehran website here. 

• BRT routes are shown in red on the Tehran Public Transport app below. The app is only 

in Persian. 

• BRT bus stops are marked on Google Maps, however not all of the stops show the route 

number. 

Local 

The local bus system in Tehran is extensive. The routes are well laid out, and the services are 

generally reliable even in winter. Timetables are posted at bus stops, but with the traffic in 

Tehran being what it is some of these timings are ‘optimistic’. However services are generally 

quite frequent. 

Some features of the local buses are: 

• The buses are not air-conditioned. In hot weather the driver usually leaves the door to 

his side open to allow the air to circulate. In the hottest weather when the bus is 

stationary they can become quite hot. 

• The rear half is reserved for women only. 

• The local buses accept cash as well as travel cards. You pay when you alight the bus. 

• If you pay by cash the fare is 9,500 rials. Paying by travel card costs 8,500 rials. 

• Local bus routes are shown in green on the Tehran Public Transport app below. The app 

is only in Persian. 

• Local bus stops are not marked on Google Maps. 

Minibus 

There are minibuses which go from Tajrish to Darakeh. There used to be a minibus going to 

Velenjak but it was discontinued about 2 years ago. The minibuses only accept cash for fares. 

They are not air-conditioned. 

Tehran Public Transport app 

I’m adding a couple of screenshots from the Tehran Public Transport app here to show some of 

its functionality. All in all it is a very good app. This isn’t a guide to using this app, but a few 

points are worth mentioning: 

• It shows your location relative to the bus stops, including distance. 

• It shows the time of the next departure or arrival. 

• It shows the route and route number of the bus. 

http://bus.tehran.ir/Portals/0/UBCT/1397/RO/BRT-MAP97.pdf
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• If you click on the clock symbol you can see the estimated arrival time for each stop on 

the route. 

  

 

Tehran Metro 

The Metro system in Tehran is modern and clean, the platforms are wide, and it is still being 

developed. Even so it is already quite extensive. Some of the platforms are very deep, for 

instance Tajrish. The trains can become quite full, and alighting and boarding can be another 

bun fight. The nearest metro station to Dehkhoda is Tajrish. The Metro is generally open from 

05:30 to 22:30, except on Fridays and public holidays when it opens at 06:00. 

Some features of the Metro system are: 

• The trains are fully air-conditioned. 

• Parts of the train are reserved for women only. These parts are indicated by markers on 

the platforms. 

• Women can travel in any part of the train. 

• The trains are walkthrough from end-to-end, excepting the parts reserved for women. 

• Entry is by travel card only. You must present your card at electronic ticket barriers 

before traveling. 

• The cost of a single fare is 12,000 rials, except to IKA where the cost is 90,000 rials. 

https://goo.gl/maps/vKGofsMz9sFp8h2V7
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• A map of the Metro can be found on the company website here. 

• Metro stations are marked on Google Maps but the routes are not. 

• On leaving a station one can tap one’s card on machines fixed on the walls. This reduces 

the cost of a ticket if the journey was particularly short. 

Buying and topping up a travel card 

You can buy a ‘ezpay’ travel card, or electronic ticket (بلیت الکترونیک), at major bus depots, metro 

stations, and nearcertain other busy locations. The cost in October 2019 is 150,000 rials which 

includes 50,000 rials of credit. They come in at least two forms: one is like a bank card; the 

second is smaller like a fob and comes with a key ring. Functionally they are the same. 

 

 

 

From time to time you will need to top up your travel card. You can top these up at any booth 

which sells the cards. Many of these have self-service machines which one can use provided 

that one has a bank card. An attendant is not always present. 

Getting from Velenjak to Dehkhoda 

To get from the Velenjak dormitory to Dehkhoda you have these options: 

• Walk – about 45 minutes and it is downhill all the way. This is a pleasant and peaceful 

walk through some relatively quiet streets and a park. This route conveniently passes 

close to two Saman Bank branches. I almost always walk to Dehkhoda, even when it is 

raining or snowing. Whenever I have walked I have never been late as I can predict my 

arrival time to within 2 minutes. 

• Bus – wait for the bus to Park Way and walk or get a bus from there. This takes about 15 

minutes if the traffic is light, or more if it is heavy. It is a 20 minutes walk uphill from 

Park Way, or a few minutes on a bus + waiting time. 

• Taxi or minicab – spend more money. There is a minicab office at the end of the slip road 

opposite the dormitory. 

• Snapp – this seems to be popular when a group of students wishes to travel together. 

However consider that Velenjak is on the edge of Tehran and it is not always the easiest 

place to find a Snapp. This is particularly true if it is raining. 

https://metro.tehran.ir/Default.aspx?tabid=835
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=cab.snapp.passenger.play
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Getting from Park Way to Velenjak 

 

There is a local bus service which runs from the Park Way bus terminal to a stop directly 

opposite the dormitory. It’s route number (کد خط) is 221. The buses are usually coloured light blue 

or yellow, and are clearly marked in Persian and English with the destination Velanjak Square. 

In light traffic the journey takes about 20 minutes. It may come as no surprise to learn that the 

name of the bus stop in Velenjak opposite the dormitory is Bagh Gilas. The Park Way bus 

terminal is also called the Afshar (افشار) terminal. 

Google Maps 
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Snapp 

Snapp is an Iranian equivalent to Uber. It usually works 

well and the prices are very reasonable. The app is in 

Persian only (see Internet Apps). On a wet day I 

decided to take a Snapp from Dehkhoda to Velenjak. 

The screenshot to the right shows me waiting for the 

driver who is a couple of minutes away. The green pin 

marks the origin ( مبدا /mab’da/). The destination (مقصد 

/maq’sad/) is now off the map. 

The fare for this journey is 195,000 rials. The name of 

the driver, the make and colour and registration 

number of the card are all shown. 

 

 

 

https://snapp.ir/
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10.  Things to bring with you 
By perusing the Shopping section it can be seen that Iran often has exactly the same things for 

sale as you will find at home, or at least very near-equivalents. However some things should not 

be taken for granted. 

Specific medication 

If you require or prefer certain medicines then bring a sufficient quantity with you. I have 

searched everywhere in Tehran for soluble over-the-counter painkillers without success. I don’t 

think they exist in Iran. 

Electrical adaptors 

Iran uses 2 pin Euro-standard sockets and plugs, and therefore UK students will need some 

adapters. I recommend a surge-protected adapter for use with a laptop, otherwise simple 

adapters are fine. If you need more adapters you can find them in some of the computer shops 

on Vali-e-Asr Street near Enqelab Avenue. 

A colour photocopy of your passport 

With reference to the visa renewal section above, you will not have access to your passport for 

extended periods of time. However some places, such as banks, exchanges, and hotels, may ask 

to see a passport when carrying out some transactions or when checking in. I have found that 

a colour photocopy of my passport and an explanation about my visa being renewed is sufficient 

in these cases. For hotels the travel permit is also usually required. 

Other 

Tehran has a much dryer atmosphere than the UK, so bringing a chapstick and hand cream is 

recommended. 

Bringing four passport-style photographs for visa extension and a student card is sufficient to 

get started with. You will need two of these photographs for a visa extension soon after 

registering. 
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11.  Questions 

What happens during Ramazan? 

Iran during Ramazan is much like any other time of year, except that cafes and restaurants and 

coffee shops are closed during the day. Observant Muslims fast during this month. Eating and 

drinking in public places is generally frowned upon. However, there are actually a lot permissible 

exceptions: travellers, people who are ill or very young, and so on, can legitimately eat and drink 

during the day. You will find that most restaurants in hotels are open during Ramazan 

specifically for travellers. Grocery shops remain open. 

For foreigners who are not accustomed to Ramazan this can seem unusual. If you are not going 

to fast I recommend eating out of sight of other people. This is not because somebody will 

become particularly angry with you, but that it is insensitive to eat and drink in front of 

somebody who is observant. 
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12.  Map links 
The QR codes shown below are linked to locations on Google Maps. Yandex maps are also quite 

useful in Iran, though with much less information than Google. Bing maps are useless for Tehran 

and Iran in general. This link will take you to directly to Google Maps with all the places 

pinpointed. 

QR Location Location QR 

 

Dehkhoda Institute and 
International Center for Persian 
Studies. 

Bank Melli four minutes from 
Dehkhoda. 

 

 

Bank Mellat five minutes from 
Dehkhoda. 

Organisation of Student Affairs. 
Near Ferdowsi Square. 

 

 

Velenjak Dormitory. Bank Melli, Velenjak. 

 

 

Park Way Bus Terminal.   

 

Google Maps Google Maps 

Google Maps Google Maps 

Google Maps Google Maps 

Google Maps 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Tx_-tNdy-XMKNHdAREy8xtA3qFQ&usp=sharing
https://goo.gl/maps/ChS7fJ23tKb76uQF9
https://goo.gl/maps/ChS7fJ23tKb76uQF9
https://goo.gl/maps/ChS7fJ23tKb76uQF9
https://goo.gl/maps/5LTNiELJ5r6Dm1Q97
https://goo.gl/maps/b42nyfcfmCPAajrM7
https://goo.gl/maps/hFCVL1GnMHUpfxg39
https://goo.gl/maps/e37QZqqJkPMqfc4H7
https://goo.gl/maps/UmgMc7MQLgfpus4M9
https://goo.gl/maps/oWi3FMuRgeXwW3Qq8
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13.  Typical shopping prices 
 

 

A few points: 

• Sehat and, Golrang are large Iranian brands for products like shampoo, soap, washing 

up liquid, and so on. 

• Pril according to its own website is ‘the number one washing up liquid in Germany’. 

• Prices for imported brands are usually higher than those for local brands. In almost all 

cases there will be locally produced equivalents. 

 

http://www.sehat.ir/
https://golrang.ir/
https://www.henkel.com/brands-and-businesses/pril-27222

